Pilot Programme evaluation
1.

Background

1.1. What we set out to Explore and Test
In the autumn of 2017 we originally applied to the Paul Hamlyn Foundation to develop a
Community Arts Academy. We said:
● We wanted to pilot the concept of a Community Arts Academy where young artists
receive training, mentoring, and take part in real-life participatory projects.
● The pilot programme would recruit a cohort of young artists across the north of
England...we would use this pilot project to determine the optimum number; length of
interventions; balance of practical and theory etc.
● Artists will take part in 6 fixed sessions/pa. These one-day workshops will be led by
guest practitioners with specialist knowledge in community development; social and
political context; intergenerational work; multidisciplinary arts practice; diversity etc.
● Young artists will also have at least 8 mentoring sessions per year. These one-to-one
sessions are with a mentor appropriate to the individuals interests and ambitions.
● An important part of the programme will be Project Placements. Heads Together will
manage a number of practical work experience placements.
The plan was based on our original research done back in 2013 with support from an
Artworks—Changing the Conversation grant1 and subsequent discussions with The Writing
Squad and looking at their model of delivery.
We said that we wanted to understand:
● how we can skill the sector and plan for succession
● how to best target, and retain, under-represented groups
● how to combine teaching and learning methods
● how to align the development of young artists with the needs of the sector
● how to roll out the programme in different regions.

1.2.

Evaluation Framework

In our original application we considered ways that we would collect information. Our key
aim was to develop an Evaluation Framework with an external evaluator to identify our
projected outcomes and the varying ways we would collect data. With additional support
from PHF, we appointed Gerri Moriarty as external consultant. She worked with us to
develop an initial framework (see Appendix 1: Page 20); reviewed progress with us during
the programme; and ran an evaluation day with all participants in the final weekend in
January 2020. More details about the evaluation in Section 3.

1

Final report at https://unionarts.org.uk/conversation/
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Project Cost and Funders

We applied for £60,000 to the Paul Hamlyn Foundation and were asking Arts Council of
England for match-funding with an aim of a total cost for the programme of £102,500. Our
first application to ACE was unsuccessful but we did end up getting a smaller grant of
£10,000 from the ACE Investment fund to have a total budget of £70,000. We made the
decision that, despite having a smaller total budget, we could achieve the majority of what
we had set out in our original application.

1.4.

Exploring and Testing

We certainly approached the project as an honest testing of the ideas we had developed
and were pleased that all the people involved from the core team to participants and the
organisations we partnered with appreciated the spirit of enquiry.
We were able to keep at heart the overall objectives of the project whilst being reflective and
adaptable throughout. Some elements worked better than others, some new ideas were
incorporated during the process, and some parts we are slowly making sense of now!
Which is what this evaluation is, a way of making sense of what has been an exciting
experience.

Gathering in Hull for the second weekend
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From a community arts academy to UNION:
the Northern School for Creativity & Activism

2.1. Initial Project Definition
In early 2018 we arranged an initial outlining meeting of the steering group to start exploring
putting the idea into practice. Our stated starting points were:
1. We want to develop a sustainable training pathway for the next generation of
community artists
2. We want those young people to develop an understanding of social action, of the
political context of their work as well as the creative and any other skills they need
3. We have no fixed ideas but we know we are not talking about a full time course or
courses. Rather about recruiting a cohort of young people who will be from a range
of different backgrounds and no doubt will be doing different things in different places
and different contexts. We will plan a series of interventions over time, some might
be for the “full group", but others individually-based.
4. We want to ensure the group is truly diverse
The meeting posed a series of principles and further questions that we needed to take
forward:
●
●
●
●
●

The programme should be a combination of Critical Thinking and Practical learning
Needs a different name
Good to involve some young people in planning/visioning
Who might be interested: No conclusion about age range
The application process was key and there may need to be a range of options in
order to ensure diversity

The programme was to be co-produced with the participants, which would mean that we
couldn’t define it before it had started! What the meeting did look at in detail was a menu of
possibilities for the content of the course:
●
●
●
●

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

A combination of supporting and
extending
It’s not a single place-based course
Learning about being social activists
The important thing is to hold the
space and build the community that
is the cohort.
Eating together. Cooking together.
The art of hosting
Peer learning
Mentoring with regard to the practice
Coaching with regard to personal
growth/setting goals…
Shadowing
Possible qualifications—Award in
Education; Gold Arts Award

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Project work
Learning by doing
Distance learning or blended learning
Has to be some face-to-face
Workshops
Common Purpose style investigative
days
E-communication for the group
Visits
International possibilities (Tandem…)
Research
Campaign Bootcamp
Master Classes, ‘TED’ talks etc
An understanding of the radical
history
Toolkits
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The group also defined what they thought success would look like:
●
●
●
●
●

For each individual to develop their own pathway
Developing capacity
Understanding context
Social Change and creativity
Awareness of a range of toolkits

And also a few practical decisions:
●
●

Look at a one year pilot possibly starting summer/autumn 2018
Group size. Discussed advantages of small group and energy of a bigger one.

●

Looking at possibly ≤20 participants
Young people needed to be further involved in the development of the programme

That initial project definition day was key in terms of moving the idea forward but it was also
agreed that there was a whole process needed of talking about the idea with a range of
potential participants and other partners/stakeholders.

2.2. Taking the idea out on the road
Following that initial project definition workshop, we wrote up an outline for the Community
Arts Academy to take out and discuss with people around the region (Appendix 2: Page
21-22). It was useful to have a document that set out our ideas but to have enough flexibility
to be able to use this as an opportunity to develop and firm up our plans.
We met with a range of organisations and individuals including:
● DARTS Doncaster
● Artlink Hull
● Curious Minds Preston
● Community Arts Northwest
● Leeds University—Cultural Institute and Cultural Policy and Participation in the
Performance in the School of Performance and Cultural Industries
● Arts on the Run Refugee network Sheffield
● Robert Gordon University Cultural Development and Participation
● Northumbria University Newcastle Performing Arts
● Artworks U regional meeting and Sunderland University
● Artworks Alliance national meeting
● Reclaim and participants from Power at the Periphery
● Participants and organisers from the Writing Squad
● Participants from Manchester Cultural Democracy conference
● Campaign Bootcamp Bradford

Some of the key issues that were discussed during this process:
1. Name of the Programme: Confirmation that there was interest from people who
would self-define as artists and from those who would call themselves activists and
who used creative approaches in their work. Agreed that we would ideally like to get
a mix of the two and this would definitely mean a different name for the programme
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(eg community arts/participatory arts/social arts meant nothing the participants from
Power at the Periphery). From further discussions we decided on the name UNION:
The Northern School of Creativity and Activism
2. Pastoral Support needed: The concept of running programme weekends in
different places was well-received but, as one disabled person from Artworks U said
“I feel excited about the idea but do you understand how anxious I feel about going to
five completely new places”. We realised that we would have to be clear and up-front
about how much pastoral support we could provide for anxieties like that and were
pleased that the person who did bring that up as an issue did take part in the
programme (and attended all five weekends).
3. Young people: There was lots of discussion about whether we should have age
limits on the programme. Deciding point was when the Power at the Periphery
participants agreed that they would have liked to have had a wider range of ages on
their programme “because it would have brought a wider range of experiences”.
What was suggested was that we went with “early career” or “emerging” as the
criteria rather than the age. Also decided to indicate that we wouldn’t take people
who were still in formal education including post graduate education.
4. Getting a diverse group: Apart from active pastoral support, we talked to people
about how we would invite applications. Agreed that we should:
a. programme needs to be free and needed to clearly identify what is free (and
what not) and costs for some expenses like travel etc would be preferable
b. allow time to publicise the programme and not just through social media so it
is not just the people most connected who find out. We decided to slip our
original plan to start in September to January so that we had the whole of the
autumn to recruit.
c. make sure we give potential participants the opportunity to come and talk
about the proposed programme before they decide to apply. It was suggested
a series of local roadshows
d. ask organisations to think of people that they have worked with, possibly from
non-obvious backgrounds, and encourage them to support the individuals
concerned to apply
e. Allow people to apply in a range of ways eg audio, video, verbal as well as
written and make the questions clear and simple
5. Programme Content: It was clear that, if we really wanted to co-design the
programme with the participants, then there was no way of accrediting the courses at
all. Generally the universities were very positive about what we were suggesting but
also very clear about how it would be impossible for them to propose such a
programme within their remit. At the same time the balance between individual
support and group work, teaching and facilitating, approaches and skills, was
welcomed.
6. Commitment: We asked how we would ensure people would commit, particularly
without paying anything to take part. Agreed that asking people to get themselves to
each weekend was a good idea (although expenses to be offered if really needed).
People need to know in advance when the weekends are planned for and that needs
to be fixed. It would be good as well to let people know the value of the course before
they apply.
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From those discussions, we decided it was important to work
on an identity for UNION; a publicity leaflet (Appendix 3:
Page 23-24; an initial set of Frequently Asked Questions;
and we started to work with regional organisations to arrange
a series of meetings (roadshows) as follows:
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●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

10th October 12pm: Speakers Corner Bradford
10th October 3pm: Carriageworks Leeds
24th October 12pm: Artworks-U Sunderland
24th October 5pm: Artlink Hull
25th October 5pm: Carriageworks Leeds
1st/2nd November: Social Arts Summit Sheffield
6th November 4pm: Arts Chain Manchester
7th November 12pm: Artworks Alliance national
meeting Edinburgh
13th November 5pm: Curious Minds Preston
20th November 11am: Igniting Imaginations Sheffield2

THE NORTHERN SCHOOL FOR CREATIVITY & ACTIVISM

N

O

“Art is travelling without travelling. Art is
a language that does not need Western translation.
Art is a mini-scale revolution.”
– The International Congress of Youth Voices

We saw approximately 75 people at these 10 meetings; including 8 people who went on to
become UNION 19 participants ie 40% of the cohort.
As suggested from our ‘On the road’ consultations, when it came to applying to be part of the
programme, we asked applicants to respond to 8 questions as well as providing us with a cv
or portfolio to “explain your journey so far”:
1. What’s your name, address, phone contact, email?
2. What are you doing at the moment? (work, career, volunteering etc)
3. Why do you think UNION would be a good opportunity for you?
4. We are looking for as diverse a group as possible, what will you add to the mix?
5. Can you commit to the core programme of weekend workshops and coaching?
6. Is there any particular support that you feel would help you participate in the
programme?
7. Have you got any questions or worries about UNION?
8. If we wanted to have a chat with someone about your experience to-date and your
future potential (someone who would give you a reference) who would that be?
Please give us a phone contact and email if possible.
42 people applied. The majority in writing but we had 3 video applications; and 6 people who
answered the questions in a conversation via video conference.

One of the unexpected outcomes of the meeting with Igniting Imaginations was that
we have now created a Participatory Arts Yorkshire network of some 15
organisations.
2
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There was a high percentage of high quality, appropriate applications. We did exclude some
people because they were still in education, and others who were what we would have
called mid-career3.
We committed to having a conversation with all of the other potential participants either on
the phone or video conference. It proved a very positive decision and, although timeconsuming, it meant we had a really good understanding of all the participants when we
made the final decisions. Choices were made by the UNION team together, based on the
applicants’ situations and understandings.
In terms of diversity of the applicants, the one area we were conscious of in making
decisions was the gender balance, only 8 of the 42 applicants were male. Apart from that it
was a diverse bunch, a situation reflected in the final group.

2.4. The selected cohort
Of the 20 participants selected they could be broken down in various ways:
Gender:
● 5 men
● 15 women
Place:
● 8 from the North West (3
Manchester);
● 8 Yorkshire ( 2W Yorks; 1 N Yorks; 1
S Yorks; 4 East Yorks);
● 4 from the North East
Primary art form:
● 5 Visual arts;
● 1 graphic design;
● 2 digital;
● 1 music;
● 2 theatre;
● 1 puppetry;
● 2 digital;
● 2 film;
● 3 activists;
● 1 playwright
Age range:
● 11 in their 20s;
● 8 in their 30s;
● 1 in their 40s

Ethnic background:
● 2 South Asian;
● 1 mixed race Afro Caribbean/Irish;
● 1 Turkish;
● 1 Portugese;
● 15 white British
Class/socioeconomic status:
We found it difficult to define but, in the final
weekend of the Programme, started to use
the Arts Council method of asking about the
occupation of each participant's parents at
age 14. Using this analysis would leave us
with 11 from a working class background, 8
from middle class background and 1 selfdefined Portuguese upper class
Sexuality
We chose not to ask specifically but we did
have 4 identifying as gay/non binary in their
responses to the diversity question on the
application form.
Disability
4 disabled: 2 autistic, 1 dwarfism, 1 mental
illness (self defined)

We did feedback to the people in the mid career bracket. Generally they
recognised the situation but as one of them said “there is just nothing like this
for people at my stage in their career”. We agreed that it is something UNION may
look at in the future in terms of other potential programmes.
3
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UNION 19: A year-long Programme

The full UNION 19 cohort plus team at the first weekend

3.1. Programme weekends
As discussed in our consultation period we decided on the five weekends and let people
know ahead of putting in their applications.
● 12/13th January 2019,
● 6/7th April 2019,
● 6/7th July 2019,
● 31st August/1st September 2019,
● 11/12th January 2020 (final evaluation and next steps session).
We decided ahead of time the location (Seacroft, Leeds) and content (Community, Creativity
and Change) of the first weekend and the location of the second weekend (Hull) but not the
content.
We did not know in advance either the locations, themes or content of the final three
weekends; the idea being that they would be increasingly co-designed by participants. This
worked out really well and the five weekends ended up as follows (with links to reports on
the UNION website):
Weekend 1: Leeds. Community, Creativity and Change
Weekend 2: Hull. Creating Connections: The Artivist as Go-Between
Weekend 3: Manchester. Working from Within
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Weekend 4: Newcastle. Arts and Activism in the North. What Now?
Weekend 5: Barnsley. Finishing with a Flourish
What we realised right from the Hull weekend onwards was that there was an ideal
opportunity for each weekend to work with the local participants to plan the weekends,
working with one of the coaching team and Chris as facilitator of the weekends.

3.2. Expectations
From the first weekend, and ratified at the
second weekend, we worked with the group
on a series of Expectations for the year
(Appendix 4: Pages 27-29). Grouped
around themes they formed the basis of our
working practices over the year regarding:
● Learning Culture
● Support
● The Weekends
● Reflective Journals
● Coaching
Working on expectations was important,
although for some participants they felt that
too much time was given to agreeing them
at the beginning of the Programme, and the
Team felt that it might have been good to
come back to some elements of the
agreement at different points during the
year.

Open Space event at Weekend 4 in Newcastle in
partnership with the Newbridge Project

3.3. Coaching
Expectations and framework for coaching were discussed at the first Programme weekend
and all three coaches arranged initial sessions with their coachees between Weekend 1 and
Weekend 2, using the Coaching expectations as a starting point.
During the year all participants had a minimum of three coaching sessions; by the time of the
fourth weekend we indicated to the participants that it was up to them to ask for further
sessions, some having as many as five sessions.
The coaching team met separately during the year to discuss progress for each coachee
(recognising confidentiality as appropriate). Main topics of discussion were around
identifying appropriate mentors, work placements and projects for each participant.

3.4. Attendance and Withdrawals
We had originally decided to aim for 20 participants with the idea that we might end up with
15 who went on to complete the programme. We wanted to allow people to withdraw if they
decided it wasn’t right for them.
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In the end it was a little bit more complicated than that:
● 10 did all 5 weekends
● 2 did 4 weekends (1 missed for work and 1 for train cancellation from France)
● 4 did 3 weekends (1 childbirth and continued with baby, 1 serious illness, 2 work
commitments)
● 3 did 2 weekends (2 decided not to continue (1 continued with coaching); 1 started
as ‘maternity cover’ and continued)
● 2 did 1 weekend (1 decided not to continue because of life reasons, 1 continued with
coaching but not weekends)
So we started with 20. We had 2 who withdrew completely. 2 who continued with coaching
but not the full programme and we picked up an extra 1 who came as maternity cover but
stayed. So we finished with 19 participants (and a baby).

3.5. Communication between weekends
Finding one effective method of communication that would work between all participants and
the organising team was a challenge. We chose to use the project management system
Basecamp to create a place for all information, details of the weekends, etc. It was fairly
effective as a means of ensuring everyone got the key information but not for some
participants. We also used email, text, phone-calls, WhatsApp, Zoom…
Maybe one of the learning points would be that there is no one-size-fits-all method and we
need to ask people for preferred methods of communication right from the off.

3.6. And then what?
The agreement on the final UNION weekend in January 2020
was that we would continue to provide support but that we will
be led by the requests of the participants.
In the first two months:
● Four asked for (and received) another coaching
session. Two more were planned
● Three were involved with delivering two different events
for UNION (Artworks Alliance National Gathering in
Liverpool and Cultural Voice in Bradford)
● Two asked for and received specific support with
funding applications
● Two were planning projects with Heads Together/
Chapel FM involvement
● One was discussing arranging a re-UNION event
Final weekend in
Barnsley with the latest
additional UNION 19
participant…baby Kelby

And then Covid-19 hit, and lockdown. We quickly got all the
2019 participants together again on zoom to discuss, and realised that everyone was being
impacted in differing ways. So that’s the point that we put our plans for further cohorts on
hiatus and decided we needed to provide additional support for the 2019 group. The Paul
Hamlyn Foundation has supported this extension and the work is ongoing.
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UNION 19: Evaluation

4.1. Rationale for the evaluation process
We met a couple of times in the first half of 2018 with consultant Gerri Moriarty to firm up our
Evaluation Framework (Appendix 1: Page 20). Gerri also joined us on the final UNION 19
weekend and led an evaluation session with the participants.
We are using both the framework and the data she gathered as some of the starting points
for this evaluation. You can read her own report on the evaluation session in Appendix 5:
Page 28-30.

4.2. Evaluation Framework
The framework we worked on with Gerri split into four
main areas
1) Development of a training programme
2) Co-design individual pathways
3) Identify good practice and learning from the
programme
4) Share formally and informally with others
The framework included ideas for monitoring and
gathering of qualitative evaluation; as well as looking at
outputs, outcomes and impact.
Some elements of the framework were superseded as
we used the learning that we were developing to
change or develop aspects of the original plan. Below
are notes on some of the main areas of enquiry and
methods of evaluation, referencing discussions with
participants, with the organising team, and other
contributors. That is followed by an analysis of what was
achieved with regard to the outputs, outcomes and impact

Out and about in the
community on the first
weekend

4.3. Establishing the needs of the sector
In the first phase of the project, we met with organisations regionally and further afield, both
to talk about the aims of UNION but also to establish the needs of the sector. It wasn’t easy
to find agreement about the needs for such a diverse sector4. We also had reference to our
own experience from the research into sector needs we did for our Artworks: Changing the
Conversation project; as well as documents like the Core Competency Framework for
Participatory Arts produced by C-PAL.

Particularly as, during the project, we expanded our work to look at areas of
activism alongside participatory arts.
4
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Four main categories needed by the sector could be grouped as follows:
a) Creative Practice—in the arts, in activism, but in participation as well
b) Thinking—Being able to think critically, plan ahead, understand significance, etc
c) Relationship building—working with others...participants at all levels, colleagues,
partners, clients
d) Personal Excellence—attitudes, integrity, self-awareness
We felt that UNION should be designed to cover all of the categories in different ways. For
example the weekends would cover mainly a) and b); coaching b) and d); placements a) and
c).
The one thing we were clear on was that, even though the participatory arts sector was
saying that they needed a high level of creative excellence and core skills in participation,
these were areas that needed to be addressed on an individual level so the coaches could
encourage individual development and training where necessary rather than it being a part
of the weekends.

4.4. Recruitment and Retention
A lot of work was done in the initial consultation period to look at ways of recruiting a diverse
group of participants and how to get the right people and design the right programme in
order to keep them. Some of the main elements we used were as follows:
1) Go out and find the appropriate people through roadshows across the region
2) Work with regional organisations to help identify potential participants, asking them to
think about those who come from diverse backgrounds
3) Make the application process simple and accessible
4) Co-design the programme with the final cohort
5) Make sure there were a range of ways to keep connections with people—group
opportunities through the weekends; individual coaching; small local groups and peer
opportunities.
6) Make sure there was focused and effective pastoral support separate from the
training and coaching team.
As a result we recruited a group full of diversity across many
attributes (see Section 2.4) and our retention was better than
we expected. Starting with 20 participants and finishing with 19
(plus two children and a new baby!)

4.5. Reflections of the UNION
participants and team
Throughout the year we saw the process as an entirely
reflective process with the following opportunities offered for
reflection:
● Throughout the weekends opportunities for individual
and group reflection were offered, from defining and
reviewing the expectations for the whole programme, to
reflecting on one’s personal role and preferred way of
working

Reflecting on your own
personal attributes
using a visual approach
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We used audio interviews at different stages of the
programme to encourage participants to reflect on their
experiences.
Each participant was encouraged to complete a
reflective journal throughout the year (in whatever way
they felt was appropriate)
The coaching process itself is essentially an individual
reflective process (and participants used their journals
as part of that process. Coaches themselves used
reflective journals and met to talk through individual
development and needs.
The full organising team met regularly throughout the
year to consider the programme
At the end of the process, Gerri Moriarty came to run a
full evaluation day with participants. All input was
recorded and written up and then the organising team
had a day to review and put forward their thoughts and
conclusions
The re-UNION process (put in place because of
COVID-19) has been a useful way of tracking the further
development of UNION 19 graduates and, particularly in
the re-UNION radio programmes, they have continued to
reflect on their UNION experience
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Page from a
participant’s reflective
journal. More (with
audio reflections) at
https://youtu.be/
6uQPUvpcanM

4.6. Outputs and Impact
In terms of outputs, UNION achieved a one-year pilot training programme and has gone on
to create options for graduate opportunities. Subsequently there has effectively been an
extension to the programme because of the additional COVID-19 funding from the Paul
Hamlyn Foundation.
And in impact terms, this has certainly sowed the seeds for the establishment and
development of an Academy in the North of England which would create a pathway for the
next generation of community artists and activists as well as a peer network that we think
would have a great impact. Particularly through the Artworks Alliance network there have
been discussions about how this could work in other regions in the country and other
countries in the UK.

4.7. Outcomes
4.7.1. Specific outcomes (expected and unexpected) for individual
participants
It was clear that individual participants had very different journeys and therefore very
different outcomes. The only way to give a flavour is by quoting some of their own words
from the evaluation. The quotes below are from the final evaluation and are grouped around
the competencies the sector has identified (see Section 4.3 above)
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Creative Practice—in the arts, in activism, and in the role of participation
“It’s given me a direction for the future—there is potential for long term careers within
community art if you can commit.”
“Having a year-long process has become very important to me and given me a sense
of continuity that is extremely rare and valuable as a freelancer, early career artist”
“Practical skills like financing projects was fab - felt like I had the time to muse over
my own practice and then get all the way to getting hands-on, direct advice”
“A clearer focus for my activism - I think I have had a passion for activism without
doing action. This programme has led me to hone in on my community, the needs of
that community and how I can combat it.”
“I think I learnt something from each weekend separately too, for instance self care,
not taking on too many projects, having a focus, gaining confidence, learning more
about funding, and more…”
“The skills and knowledge of how to run/organise a socially engaged project - what
makes a project/event etc successful”
Thinking—Being able to think critically, plan ahead, understand significance, etc
“Union has provided me with a framework and language to be able to talk about my
work and identify as a creative practitioner and activist”
“The course gave me the headspace to think and reflect about myself & where I want
to go as a professional”
“I’ve learnt to slow down and question why I’m making decisions more deeply”
“I’ve learnt how to fairly evaluate myself and recognise I don’t need to flog myself to
death to achieve and enact change. I feel so liberated!”
“I didn’t feel like an activist when I joined, but UNION helped me to realise that I’ve
been doing activism all along.”
Relationship building—working with others at all levels, colleagues, partners,
participants
“I’ve met people who I’m sure I’ll work with in the future.”
“The group is genuinely incredibly diverse, and that has been brilliant. I’ve learned
about different people’s needs and experiences”
“Collaboration - For the last few years I have worked solo, through the programme I
have learnt the value of collaboration. I have spoken and worked with different
people towards goals on the weekends”
“UNION also opened my network and gave me the confidence to think about who to
partner with and have the confidence in approaching them with my ideas - project or
collaborations etc.”
“Visiting other cities has challenged me to
question what sort of life and community I want
to build for myself and others”
“It’s given me confidence to engage with local
organised activism - XR, UNISON, FofE etc where I didn’t have the balls before”
“I’ve learnt from the Union team how to set-up an
environment that enables strangers to feel at
home. I’ve always felt that honesty and
openness has been celebrated at Union.”

Working at Hulme
Community Garden Centre
in Manchester on
Weekend 3
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Personal Excellence—attitudes, integrity, self-awareness
“I gained release and trust through the honesty of the programme”
“The course has helped me to figure out who I am, where my work sits and more
importantly, that I am not alone on this journey”
“I have found the value in reflecting on the past and moving past it positively.”
“The main difference to me as a person has been allowing myself to be more
courageous, genuine and free of fear”
“I found the coaching really helped me in developing my practice and focus,
practically and in my head”
“You've all shown me what it is to be truly authentic & deeply rooted in your passion”

4.7.2. How to align the development of emerging artists and activists
with the needs of the sector
Using the competency framework defined by the sector, we can now show from the
participant feedback that there were developments in all areas. Rather than a set syllabus
we believe that this co-designed approach to developing individual pathways allows each
participant to develop in ways appropriate to them and their particular situation within a
framework of what is needed by the sector.

4.7.3. How to target and retain under-represented groups
As described in Section 4.4, we took an approach to recruiting using a people-centred and
targeted approach and keeping the information and processes simple.
In terms of retention the group evaluation agreed that:
‣ “Pastoral care has been excellent & really well organised”
‣ “Individual coaching helped people talk through any issues in terms of fit”
Two of the participants from BAME backgrounds continued with the coaching sessions, but
didn’t attend the final weekends. We didn’t really bottom whether this was an issue of
retaining under-represented groups. Was there not enough diversity in this respect? We
certainly think that increasing the diversity of the core teaching staff on UNION would be a
positive move going forward.

4.7.4. How to most effectively combine a variety of teaching and
learning methods
Our plan was to offer a mix of individual
coaching; group weekends with a range of
activities and learning styles; mentoring
sessions and placements.
Of course, because we actively encouraged
people to take individual learning journeys,
some parts of the programme worked better
for some people than others. Indeed that is
probably part of the learning for us...simply to
encourage that. Some of the comments in the
final evaluation are as follows:
Sharing work at one of the Open Mic
sessions. This time on Weekend 5 at
Wortley Hall in Barnsley
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Coaching
There was strong consensus that coaching was essential to the programme. That they were
really focussed sessions as it allowed participants to tailor the conversation to what they
wanted/needed to talk about.
‣ “It was helpful to come with a question and leave with my own answers”
‣ “Helped me get over my own self-limiting beliefs”
‣ “Great to clarify my next steps/goals and to consider new angles to my work.”
Even for participants who didn’t continue with the weekends, most decided to continue with
the coaching and again the feedback was positive:
‣ “I'm truly grateful for the coaching, which I feel has been the most beneficial part of
all this for me”
There are some practical things that we want to develop going forward with the coaching
programme including the timing and location of sessions; and being clear that the
participants can request additional coaching as necessary.
The weekends
‣ “The atmosphere of the weekends has worked really well. They’ve set it up in such a
way that people can share/or not as you feel you need to. Judgement-free zone!”
‣ “The weekends have got better each time. There’s been more choices for us to
engage in different activities”
‣ “Co-producing the weekends has been important” (although there was some talk
about “missing out when you were hosting in your own home town”)
‣ “Good to have time to absorb the culture of the city - Fri afternoon/Saturday. Ready
to start work after that”
‣ “Very impressed with the food and catering for the dietary needs - done so well”
In terms of positive changes there was lots of discussion around having more practical and
creative activities and even the possibility of working towards a final showcase; and more
politically focussed activism. Also suggestions about having a taster session at the start or
even a taster weekend; and the possibility of one weekend being in a rural location. And,
although the Open Space work was seen very positively, the concept of too much choice
was raised:
‣ “I felt like I had missed out when I had to choose one thing above another”
We also know that some people find the weekends difficult or challenging:
‣ “Having ‘anxieties’ makes getting comfortable harder - check ins are hard - good but
hard. But I’m glad I was encouraged and challenged”
‣ “Came away from the first weekend in shock but it has moved my thinking on.”
‣ “I felt like there was too much talking and discussion which didn’t hold my attention”
‣ “I couldn’t see the purpose of discussing potential ideas which were to never be
executed such as ways to make Seacroft better, it felt like I was wasting time and
could be doing other, more productive things.”
The design and implementation of the weekends is going to be an ongoing process of
change and refinement (especially because we have chosen co-design as the methodology
and it will always need to reflect and challenge the group that we are working with.)
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Mentoring and placements
Again differing experiences, this was probably the area we most struggled to make sense of
across the group.
‣ “Useful to swap notes with an experienced writer/facilitator”
‣ “It was an informal relationship but this was good as too big a commitment would
have been too much”
‣ “Useful mentors and contacts identified through my coaching”
‣ “Homestays allowed a chance for us to ask questions and find out information”
Participants also made some suggestions for future development:
‣ “Totally worth doing this within a second phase even if there have been some who
haven't taken these opportunities.”
‣ “Clarifying the possibilities to include networking as well as mentoring and
placements. Something early on about how this can work”
Working as a cohort
The participants were positive that the group was a northern group:
‣ “It gives us an identity”
Also they agreed that it was a positive move to aim the work at emerging artists and activists
rather than young (although some preferred the name early-career). And there was positive
feedback about the inclusion of activism:
“the language around this on the website is good”.
‣ “the language around this on the website is very good”
There was lots of discussion about diversity, from art-form to ethnic background to disability.
There was a general desire for as much diversity as possible.
In terms of numbers, although some found the group intimidatingly large to start with, the
idea of leaving room for people to leave the programme was seen as a positive. A
suggestion came in discussions about having a taster session before the Programme
formally began and that this would also ensure it was a fit for all potential participants. The
group would be interested in being involved in running that as UNION graduates.
The idea of mentoring from graduates as well as additional buddying/peer-coaching
opportunities within a cohort was suggested and a directory of what everyone can offer to
allow more peer interaction.

4.7.5. A graduate programme
The participants agreed that they would like to continue to be involved with UNION going
forward. They would like to see some kind of (annual) re-UNION. They would also like the
option of additional coaching sessions as necessary and possibly other practical forms of
support eg with funding applications, networking or mentoring opportunities.
Although they recognise that some of these opportunities are up to the to organise, they also
talked about the possibility of doing some creative work together going forward.
Because of the emergency Covid-19 funding offered to UNION by the Paul Hamlyn
Foundation, we have been able to implement some of these ideas already with re-UNION
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radio shows, an event being planned, and a series of commissions being offered to UNIONO
graduates to re-imagine their work in a post-Covid world.

4.7.6. How to roll out the programme in different regions
Aa regional focus gives both a geographical identity as well as offering opportunities to move
beyond the local to discover and learn. UNION also has a strong network and knowledge
within the north.
So to roll the programme into different regions, it was agreed that:
● There would need to be a strong identity within the region and it would need to be the
‘right size’ ie not too local, not too distant!
● The organisation and organisers need to be located and embedded within that region
and develop broad support from sector in that region.

5.

UNION: Moving Forward

5.1. Sharing the Learning
In late 2019 we decided to create a website for UNION as a means of communicating and
sharing the work. Partly because we do now feel confident that there is something worth
developing and that there is an interest from others in how the model could be used going
forward.
In the first couple of months of 2020 we started to share the learning, having been asked to
facilitate the first annual Artworks Alliance gathering in Liverpool in January as well as a
session in Bradford with the Cultural Voice network (both sessions involving UNION team
members and UNION 19 graduates). Lockdown has meant less opportunities to talk about
the work but, even so, we have presented online about UNION to the Participatory Arts
Yorkshire network; and as part of the Culture Lab Europe Programe5.

5.2. Developing and adapting the model
We are determined to develop UNION and would love to be able to enrol another cohort.
The pilot has given us confidence that the original concept of the training programme is
strong and there are ways we can develop it further. Involving the first graduates with a new
programme and being able to extend and develop the peer network feels like it will open up
new opportunities for development too. And we now have a strong and tested model to talk
to organisations in other regions about the possibility of adapting and delivering UNION in
other places.
Unexpectedly there has also been interest in taking the principles of the UNION model and
delivering it in a city or other locality. We are developing ideas with Cultural Voice in Bradford

Culture Lab Europe was programmed to take place in Rijeka in Croatia in June 2020
but, because of the Covid-19 restrictions, was moved online (using mostly Zoom and
Miro)
5
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as well as the Donut network of small scale community venues in Leeds. This would allow
us to test the model in different types of location and situation.

5.3. Conclusions
‣

“The programme has clearly been very successful and now that it has enabled an
approach to support the development of the next generation of community artists to
be mapped out and implemented, it should be continued and developed further.”

Not our words but those of Gerri Moriarty who worked with us on this Test and Explore
project. The UNION pilot programme has been a rich journey with lots of learning on all
sides—certainly for the participants but also from the UNION team and for Heads Together
Productions. It has taken the project from a concept to a reality with evidence.
Being able to extend the programme during the Covid-19 crisis has allowed us to further
develop ideas and opportunities, some of which we are confident will add to the scope of the
training programme post crisis eg re-UNION radio; the re-imagining commissions.
We are looking at how the model is something that can adapt to other skill sets and
competences and different locations.
But we are also determined to take the momentum and learning we have developed and
move towards a second cohort for UNION: The Northern School of Creativity and Activism,
possibly starting January 2021.
Adrian Sinclair
June 2020

Weekend 5 at Wortley Hall in Barnsley
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Appendix 1: Evaluation Framework
Draft Evaluation Framework for Heads Together ‘Developing a Community Arts Academy’
Work programme
Development of training
programme to include young
artists from economically
disadvantaged areas and from
refugee communities and
BAME communities.
This will include:
• Additional research 1to
establish needs of sector
• Identifying options to
inform co-design e.g. work
placements
• Recruitment of
participants
• ‘Core’ programme (1 year)
• Possible graduate
opportunities and/or
programme extension

Monitoring
(quantitative)
Numbers of
participants, socioeconomic and
demographic profile,
numbers of sessions,
retention figures

How and Who?
Building on Heads
Together existing
monitoring
systems.
Overall
responsibility:
Linda Strudwick

Qualitative evaluation: How
1. Base-line research to
map needs of sector
assessed against
information gathered
from work placement
reports, coach/mentor
reports and participant
journal findings
2. Analysis of monitoring
information on
recruitment and
retention plus
information gathered
from those delivering the
programme and
participant journals
3. Reflections of people
delivering the
programme and of
participants plus views of
Heads Together staff2

Who?

Outputs

Outcomes

Impact

Overall
responsibility:
Adrian Sinclair

Up to 20 artists
in 1-year pilot
training
programme
with options for
graduate
opportunities
and or
extension of
programme

Increased understanding of:

Establishment of a Community Arts
Academy, ensuring sustainability and
high standards within the sector – a
sustainable pathway for the next
generation of community artists

Responsibility
for information
on different
aspects of the
programme:
coaches,
mentors, work
placement
supervisors, etc.

1. How to align development
of young artists with the
needs of the sector (skilling
the sector, planning for
succession)
2. How to target and retain
under-represented groups
3. How to most effectively
combine a variety of
teaching and learning
methods4

Suggested
interim analysis
of quantitative
and qualitative
evaluation data
in December 18
and final
analysis in
October 19

4. How to roll out the
programme in different
regions

4. Needs to be considered
towards end of pilot
programme3
Co-design individual pathways
with positive outcomes for
individual young people, so
they can record their own
journey and document these

Numbers of
pathways codesigned

Overall
responsibility –
Adrian Sinclair

Ensure baseline established
with participants at
beginning of programme –
‘this is where we are now’
Methods of documenting
personal learning journals to
be discussed with individual
participants – could be using
audio, video, writing,
photography etc. 5

Individual
participants
with support
from Adrian
Sinclair

Specific outcomes (expected
and unexpected) for individual
young people

As above

1

Building on existing research into needs of sector. May extend into other areas where young people graduating from this programme might end up working (e.g. social action)
This may require development of templates – e.g. template to assist coaches, mentors, tutors, and work placement providers to record reflections
Will require research into needs, opportunities and challenges in other regions, as well as analysis of successes and weaknesses of pilot programme
4
E.g. coaching and mentoring, guest speakers, work placements, peer learning and support.
5
Need to establish clarity about how journals will be used from outset – e.g. mostly for private thoughts, but would be expected to share learning insights with cohort and staff from time to time, permission would be asked if extracts from personal learning journals
were to be used for evaluation or other purposes
2
3

Draft Evaluation Framework for Heads Together ‘Developing a Community Arts Academy’
Work programme

Monitoring
(quantitative)

Identify good practice and
learning from the programme
and review implications for
organisational development

Share formally and informally
with others – e.g. ArtWorks
Alliance, MOOC, Tandem

How and Who?

Qualitative evaluation: How

Who?

Mid-point review,
Dec/January 2019
Final organisational analysis
and review, September 2019

Heads Together
staff + critical
friend
perspective
offered by the
CAA reference
group
Overall
responsibility:
Adrian Sinclair
and Linda
Strudwick

Outputs

Outcomes

Impact

Programme develops and
grows through systematic
reflection and review
Heads Together develops and
grows as an organisation using
learning from the programme

Feed into organisational development of
Heads Together

Conference/Seminar/Showcase Contribute to similar work in relevant
event or events to be decided
organisations and wider sector
at a later stage in the
programme

Issues that came up in our discussions
•
•
•
•
•

Although learning journeys will be personal, it might be important to ask participants from time to time to reflect on whether there are benefits of being part of a learning cohort. Does being part of a group of
learners support the learning of the individual and if so, how?
One of the questions you want to explore in co-designing the programme with participants is to what extent can it be built on subjective thoughts and feelings – ‘this is what I need/want to learn’ – and to what
extent do there need to be objective criteria – ‘these are elements which must be in the programme, based on HT’s experience and the research it has done in the sector’
You already have a template that enables tutors to reflect on sessions; you may need similar templates for coaches and mentors and for work placement providers
There is a need to be clear right at the beginning of the programme about status of personal learning journals – e.g. if participants are to be asked to share extracts or summaries at certain points with the learning
cohort and staff, if Heads Together might ask for permission to use an extract as part of an evaluation report or presentation.
We decided to split the final point on the draft framework into two points, so that it was clear that there was an internal purpose for sharing learning from the programme and an external purpose to sharing
learning from the programme with others.
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Appendix 2: Initial Outline for consultation

An Academy for Creative Activism—an emerging outline
A sector-based coaching programme for emerging community artists and social
activists across the north of England.
Background
The Community Arts Academy idea has been developed by established community arts
organisation Heads Together Productions, which currently runs Chapel FM Arts Centre in East
Leeds. Having been involved in the Artworks Initiative we were determined to develop better
pathways for the next generation of community artists, particularly those from diverse
backgrounds.
The idea of a Community Arts Academy has been awarded Explore and Test funding from the Paul
Hamlyn Foundation and we are currently having discussions with interested parties as we develop
a network of people and organisations who are interested in the approach1 .
Pilot Programme
We are planning to recruit a diverse cohort of 20 participants for a 12-month programme starting
January 2019. The programme is aimed at young emerging artists who have completed their
formal education and are entering the workforce.
The programme is a blended approach of critical thinking and practical learning, some face-to-face
and some distance learning. It will be a combination of group work alongside individually defined
learning pathways and will include an element of co-design with the participants to define the
developing direction of the programme. The aim is to support young workers in their first steps in
the sector, rather than train people for a particular type of work or for a single organisation or place.
We are planning a core programme plus a menu of opportunities that are available as appropriate
to each participant:

• The full group will come together for 5 intensive 1-3 day sessions during the year; all in
different locations with differing themes and objectives. The sessions will be the cornerstones
of the course and will take place, January, April, July, September 2019 and a final evaluation
and next steps session in January 2020. We will arrange key speakers/trainers/provocations
for each session but will leave space to ensure that co-design remains a core principle.

• There will also be a virtual workspace for the group eg Basecamp, Slack etc to continue the
learning and peer work between sessions. We will also continue the interactions between
participants using online meetings/webinars and coordinating interactive discussions and
provocations.

• At the heart of the programme will be individual coaching sessions for each of the participants
(minimum of 3 face-to-face plus additional sessions via Skype). These sessions will define an
individual plan for each participant that will prioritise key learning elements from the menu…

• Identifying appropriate mentors and work placements/opportunities (local, national and
international)

• Exchange/visits/small group projects/research to progress ideas and peer-learning eg sub
regional, themed

• Possible formal learning/training opportunities for individual participants eg Participatory
Arts MOOC, Award in Education, Gold Arts Award

1

Discussions have included individual community arts organisations and the Artworks Alliance, small scale communitybased venues, social action and community development organisations and networks, and higher education researchers
and institutions.

Heads Together Productions
01

| www.headstogether.org

Company Number: 3623974 VAT Number: 755842109
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Practicalities
We will be recruiting in the early summer for the course starting in September 2018. We have set
ourselves the task of ensuring that we have a diverse group of participants and we are considering
how we do that eg a combination of open application and nominations from key sector partners.
The training will be free for participants and costs will be paid (travel, accommodation, food etc)
Next steps
Whilst keeping the pilot manageable we are looking to open up the development process and
intend to continue the conversations with interested people and organisations, potential
participants etc.
Please get in touch if you have thoughts or suggestions on any aspect of the project. Or you might
be able to offer practical help, for example:

• You can link us in to potential participants;
• You might be interested in joining our reference group or becoming a partner;
• You could offer opportunities during the pilot programme eg host one of the intensive sessions,
offer mentoring or work placement opportunities to individual participants…
Adrian Sinclair
April 2018
adrian@headstogether.org
07973 172 433

U
I
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Appendix 3: Initial Publicity for UNION

N

THE NORTHERN SCHOOL FOR CREATIVITY & ACTIVISM

N

O

“Art is travelling without travelling. Art is
a language that does not need Western translation.
Art is a mini-scale revolution.”
– The International Congress of Youth Voices

UI
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UNION is a sector-based
coaching programme for
emerging community artists and
social activists across the
North of England.
Are you at an early stage
in your career?

▪

Determined to make a
better world?

▪

Excited about using creative
approaches to achieve
social change?

▪

Looking for direction,
opportunities, challenges?

▪

Want to be part of something
— a group to learn with,
get support from, new ideas
and direction?

We are recruiting a group of 20
participants for a 12-month
programme starting in January 2019.
The group will take part in training
that will be a blended approach of
critical thinking and practical
learning including:
▪

Then join UNION.

Five intensive weekend workshops
during the year; all in different
locations with differing themes
and objectives. You will be
introduced to inspirational
people and cutting edge work in
each location.

O

FIND OUT MORE

N

▪

For more information go to
chapelfm.co.uk/union or email
linda@headstogether.org We will
be doing a series of informal
meetings across the North of
England so you will have the
chance to come and talk to us.
Course starts:
January 12/13th 2019

N

▪

Individual one-to-one coaching
sessions for each participant at
different points during the year
to help you define your own
future pathways.

▪

Recommendations for mentors,
opportunities for work placements
and training opportunities.

▪

A virtual workspace to continue
learning and communication
throughout the year and beyond.

UNION is coordinated by Heads
Together Productions and, with
support from the Paul Hamlyn
Foundation and the Arts Council of
England, we are able to offer this
programme for free.
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Appendix 4: Agreed Expectations Document

Expectations for the Programme

Learning Culture
We all want to create an atmosphere that is respectful and sensitive to everyone's needs.
We value our diversity and want everyone to thrive.
• Everybody needs to be ready to learn.
• Honest and open communication will help with learning
• It is your responsibility to be present and engaged within sessions
• If you need something, seek out someone who can help
We want to include a range of learning opportunities including:
• practical task-based activities where we can get stuck in
• loads of contact with the local places we visit, their people and the creative/activist scene
• a balance between small-group time and whole-group time. Small groups are more personal and
allow everyone's voice to be heard but it's also good to exchange views and build a consensus
as a whole.
• hear from a diverse range of people in arts and activism.
We also want to create a UNION experience where everyone takes responsibility for
organising the whole thing. This helps to build a sense of greater involvement and agency. So
we will share out responsibility for things like:
• housekeeping
• social media. (UNION team to set up core resources)
• building a library of inspirational resources
• managing the group's energy levels
• building in social activities and/or creative options

Support
We all want understanding; empathy; and respect of each others perspectives.
Some practical issues:
• Comfortable communal spaces are good for weekends. Also important to have a quiet/prayer
space and let people know about the range of spaces available
• You are asked to get to the weekends yourselves but financial support is possible where cost is
restrictive. We will provide early notification of timings so people can get cheap train tickets and
if additional bus, train or taxis are needed during the weekend you will be reimbursed.
• We will give advance notice of where participants will be staying - a phone/email contact of
hosts in advance so that people can communicate is useful
• We will make you are clear about timings for the weekends and you will have a local point of
contact
• Support will be available between weekends; someone to contact for any issues, concerns etc.
• We will ask in advance about gender identity and what pronoun you would prefer to be used
• There will be an ‘opt-in’ offer of food and accommodation on the weekends. It will be the
responsibility of Unionites to ask for accommodation – not the responsibility of the organising
team to supply.

Expectations from the first UNION weekend

Page 1 of 3
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The Weekends
• Attend all 5 weekends
• If people can’t attend a weekend for an insurmountable reason, they and the group to share
responsibility to keep them in the loop

• Starting with weekend 2, the themes of the weekends will be decided co-operatively and you will
•
•

be encouraged to be involved in the hosting, co-design and co-facilitation of any weekends in
your area
Good to keep Friday nights as a shared social opportunity and offer options for Saturday night
and this can be coordinated by local UNIONites. Can include a range of different activities (inc
mini golf!)
Respect everyone and everything (hosts, organisations, spaces, each other) and understand
difference. That includes personal things like when you smoke, drink alcohol or use other drugs

and in-between…
• Keep in good communication with the UNION team using basecamp. Participants may set up
other forms of communication; facebook groups etc

• We will look at other learning opportunities, zoom get-togethers, online talks etc
• It’s great if sub-groupings develop around themes or place or whatever

Reflective Journals
"USE THEM..."
The journals are yours, however we intend to share learning with the coaches, within the group,
and, with your permission, for the evaluation of the whole UNION programme.
The journal is a space for you to:
• Reflect on YOUR personal learnings and critical thinking
• Use within your coaching sessions
• Reflect on the impact from the weekends AND also about your personal practice through the
whole year
• Make lists: further research - readings - podcasts - conversations - quotes - contacts - ask
questions...
Things to think about:
• You choose what you want to share and decide on the content that’s important & relevant to you
• Be honest
• It is not a space to critique others
• Your reflective journal doesn’t have to be pretty! There is no right or wrong way to do it
• There will be a monthly prompt on basecamp with ideas for different questions each month

Expectations from the first UNION weekend

Page 2 of 3
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Coaching—expectations
What you would like:

•
•
•
•
•

A safe, supportive and challenging space where you can explore your professional development
To clarify direction and set achievable goals and outcomes for the year and beyond
To identify internal blocks and barriers to achieving your goals
To work with the coach and coaching team to identify appropriate support to help achieve goals,
eg mentors, placement, examples of best practice, expertise within and outside of UNION
Clear communication from the coach about time, date, venue and length of sessions

What we would like:

• You attend coaching sessions at the date and time agreed with the coach
• You take responsibility for the success of the coaching and take action to achieve your goals.
• You are honest about where you are and what you need
Confidentiality
The coaching sessions are fully confidential between you and the coach other than:

• Practical information that needs to be shared with the coaching team in order to identify the
•
•

resources you need
Personal information agreed with you that would be useful to share with the coaching team
Anything that could put yourself or others in danger

There will be a minimum of 3 coaching sessions during the year.

Expectations from the first UNION weekend

Page 3 of 3
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Appendix 5: Comments on Programme Evaluation
Gerri Moriarty
Union: Finishing with a Flourish
On January 12th, 2020, I had the privilege of facilitating Heads Together’s participant
evaluation of their pilot programme, ‘UNION’. The evaluation gathered information on:
• Participants’ individual learning
• Participants’ perspective on elements of the programme, e.g. residential weekends,
coaching, mentoring/placements, working as a cohort, pastoral care
• Participants thoughts and recommendations about the future of the programme
Heads Together is compiling detailed notes from the session which will be used to
inform a full evaluation, so this is a partial, impressionistic and personal account of what
stood out from me from what was said by participants.
I was very impressed with:
‣

The quality of honesty in how the participants approached evaluating the
programme. They were very positive about their experience but also unafraid to
criticise, disagree with each other and point out that one person’s views/
experiences was not the same as another’s. In my experience, this is a sign of great
work being done in building trust and safe and safety in the group. As one
participant commented ‘The programme built relationships and a sense of respect
and trust early on’

‣

The extent to which Heads Together had supported participants to take part in the
programme, through pastoral care, flexibility, attention to specific needs and
kindness. Several participants commented on this aspect of the programme with
one saying ‘it’s diﬃcult to meet lots of specific needs, Heads Together have always
been accommodating and approachable.’

‣

The extent to which Heads Together had challenged participants in gentle and
constructive ways. Coaching played an important part in this, encouraging
individuals to find answers to diﬃcult questions that were relevant for them, rather
than telling them what they ‘should’ do. And as one participant commented ‘Having
an outsider’s perspective on what you were doing was really useful.’ And another
said; ‘At times it was reassuring – I was able to ask – is this normal, is this kind of
protocol acceptable within the arts.’

How did participants benefit from the programme?
Some of the ways in which participants thought they had benefitted from the
programme were:
‣ Developing an increased appreciation of the importance of reflection. As one
participant said ‘I’ve learned to stop and question my intentions for a project and
learn about long-term implications’
‣ Learning specific practical skills and techniques, such as ‘how to set up an
environment that helps strangers to feel at home’
‣ Developing a network and understanding the value of having a strong network of
peers. As a participant said ‘I’ve gained a network of friends from across the North
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and I’ve developed meaningful relationships with a bunch of amazing and inspiring
artists’
‣ Moving on a journey from dependence on Heads Together to independence relying
more on themselves and other members of the programme cohort
‣ Developing their conceptual sense of how they are working and how they might work
in the future. For example, one participant talked about ‘gaining a perspective on how
diﬀerent cities support their community ecology and seeing how culture works
specifically within the wider ecology of the city.’
‣ Developing a sense of confidence in their own value, for example, on participant said
‘I felt I couldn’t have a voice, I was afraid. I’ve definitely changed and I’ve learned to
speak out.’
‣ Learning from each other – as one participant said ‘We chatted about our experiences
and the challenges we have had – this was just as important as more formal learning’
Possible areas for consideration in any future programme
There is a need to be cautious in identifying areas which might benefit from more
consideration in a future programme. For example, thus participants may not have
attended one of the residential weekends and ‘missed’ an important piece of
information or one person may have a very strong view which does not accord with
what the majority think. I also only heard some of the discussions and other important
points will have been made that I did not overhear.
However, there were a few issues which came up often enough in the evaluation
sessions to suggest it might be useful to consider them further:
• The mentoring/placement strand. Some participants had simply forgotten that it was
possible to ask for this as part of the programme and others had realised the
implications of the diﬀerence between coaching and mentoring a little too late. One
group thought it might be good to have a list of potential mentors, with information
about their specialist skills and also have information that really clarified the diﬀerence
between mentoring and coaching and how to get the best out of mentoring.
• Some participants had liked using Basecamp as a means of communicating with the
group – possibly those who already use Basecamp for other things – whilst others
had found it more diﬃcult or had used email instead
• Some participants thought that it might be useful to oﬀer more opportunities for visual
learning and visual reflecting
• The Heads Together staﬀ team had thought a great deal about what the balance
between doing and reflecting on the programme should be and had opted for an
emphasis on reflection, on the assumption that action would take place outside the
programme. Some participants would have liked a small budget to work together or
in small groups on a ‘live’ brief; some, who work often in public-facing contexts,
would have preferred this to be focussed more on cross art-form development than
on working with external groups
• Some participants commented that a great deal of information was given on the first
weekend and it might be useful to revisit things as the course went on – for example,
guidelines, key concepts, people’s passions and important preferences. This might
not need to be led by staﬀ but by participants themselves
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• The cohort of participants was diverse, particularly in terms of class and geographical
location. It had been possible for a participant with a baby and participants who had
had serious physical and mental diﬃculties to stay involved with the programme.
Participants felt it was ‘good that it is for people who live in the North and should
remain focussed on people who live in the North’ as other kinds of opportunities tend
to be focussed on London. If there were to be a second cohort, the following were
mentioned as possible areas for further development – individuals working in rural
areas, BAME participants, more participants with disabilities and a wider range of
creative practitioners, a more even gender split. It was suggested that widening the
range of mentors, coaches and practitioners might help with this and that graduates
could now help in recruiting others to the programme
• It was noted that the opportunity to take a leadership rôle, for example hosting a
residential, is double-sided as it means the person doing this misses out to a certain
degree on full participation in what is going on.
What Happens Next
It is not yet clear exactly what being a ‘graduate of UNION’ will mean but it is clear that
participants hope that there will be ways for them to continue to connect with each
other and with Heads Together. This might include:
• A ‘re-UNION’ event of some kind once a year. This would also be useful for Heads
Together as it would enable the organisation to track what is happening for graduates
and assess to what extent the programme has supported their future development
• Participants networking with each other in ways that do not involve Heads Together.
This might include meeting up/working with each other in geographical localities or
using Skype/Zoom to link up
• Involvement in some way in a future programme. As one participant put it ‘Please
keep us involved, use our skills’
• Heads Together will continue to act as a learning resource for participants but see the
end of the programme as a tipping point, when they will expect participants to initiate
and organise for themselves
• Participants feel strongly that there is a need to investigate the possibility of
continuing with the programme in some way. As one commented ‘When I was looking
for opportunities, I didn’t see anything like this oﬀered to me’.
The programme has clearly been very successful and now that it has enabled an
approach to support the development of the next generation of community artists to be
mapped out and implemented, it should be continued and developed further.
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Final notes to consider
What would you change/develop
What are the answers to the original questions
Evidence that the organisation will use learning to inform planning
What didn’t work
Reflections on unexpected outcomes
Things that we didn’t do
Evidence that participants and partners informed learning and views valued.
Also views of people who didn’t continue
Data from different sources triangulated
Learning as we go along
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